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Workshop - Deep Dive – Go deeper 
 
In this workshop you will optimize your technique and ability of freediving vertically in 
different disciplines. We will cover a very broad spectrum of Deep Dive elements and 
disciplines and focus on your specific learning interests. 
 
You will further develop your knowledge and practical skills in the specific aspects of 
breathing & diving technique, body position, free-fall, mouthfill, Frenzel and hands-free 
equalization, button-turn in the disciplines Free Immersion (FIM), Constant Weight (CWT) and 
Constant Weight no-fins (CNF). 
We also will practice, analyze and improve your safety and buddying skills.  
 
In video analyses you will analyze your dives with your instructor and learn to improve your 
technique and practice it accordingly.  
 
In addition you will get to know specific deep dive training exercises and tables to further 
improve your skills. Also you will get to know a training method how you can train 
equalization in a dry training without having access to deep water. 
 
 
2 Warm up sessions 
 Yoga Stretching & breathing exercises with focus on deep dives 
 Preparation and warm up dives 

 
2 Practical Training sessions 
 Practicing and improving all technique aspects regarding relaxation phase, duck dive, 

streamlining your body position, diving technique, free-fall and turn 
 Specifics of the disciplines FIM, CWT with bi-fin / Monofin and CNF 
 Preparation & recovery breathing, Mouthfill, Frenzel & hands-free equalization 
 Practicing and improving the buddy concept 

 
1 Video Analysis sessions 
 After the first diving session your instructor will analyze your dives with you and give 

specific advise for further optimization which you can apply in the second session 
 
 
Prerequisites: min. age 18 (16 years with parent or guardian consent)  

have completed the AIDA ** course or equivalent experience 
Medical statement not older than 1 year 

  
Course duration: 1 day 

 
Equipment: Mask, bi-fins, snorkel, appropriate exposure protection, weight belt, 

lanyard, nose clip, yoga mat, monofin (optional) 
 

Handouts: Online document kit, download option for your videos 
 

Price 150 EUR 
 
 
Get started now and just contact me: thomas.plum@online.de 
 
You will get to know about the location, your personal schedule as well as your prerequisites 
or renting options for equipment. Also, I will answer any of your questions you might have. 
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Workshop - Deep Dive - 4 in 1 

 
In this workshop you will improve your technique and ability of freediving vertically in the 4 
disciplines Free Immersion (FIM), Constant Weight (CWT) with bi-fin, Constant Weight (CWT) 
with Monofin and Constant Weight no-fins (CNF).  
 
We will have 4 different sessions focusing each on one discipline. In each session the 
specifics aspects will be explained, practiced and optimized.  
 
If you do not have a Monofin yet – no problem – you can also train the Monofin style with 
your bi-fin.  
 
Immediately after your dive your instructor will analyze the dive together with you and give 
you feedback and advise, which you can practice directly in the next dive.  
 
All relevant discipline specific aspects like equipment specifics, diving & finning technique, 
duck dive, body position, free-fall, hands-free equalization and button-turn as well as the 
generic aspects of breathing & equalization technique will be covered. 
 
We also will practice, analyze and improve your safety and buddying skills.  
 
 
2 Warm up sessions 
 Yoga Stretching & breathing exercises with focus on deep dives 
 Preparation and warm up dives 

 
4 Practical Training sessions 
 Specifics of the disciplines FIM, CWT with bi-fin / Monofin and CNF 
 Practicing and improving all technique aspects regarding relaxation phase, duck dive, 

streamlining your body position, diving technique, free-fall and turn in all 4 disciplines 
 Preparation & recovery breathing, Mouthfill, Frenzel & hands-free equalization 
 Feedback and improvement suggestions after each dive 
 Practicing and improving the buddy concept 

 
 
Prerequisites: min. age 18 (16 years with parent or guardian consent)  

have completed the AIDA ** course or equivalent experience 
Medical statement not older than 1 year 

  
Course duration: 1 day 

 
Equipment: Mask, bi-fins, snorkel, appropriate exposure protection, weight belt, 

lanyard, nose clip, yoga mat, monofin (optional) 
 

Handouts: Online document kit 
 

Price 150 EUR 
 
 
Get started now and just contact me: thomas.plum@online.de 
 
You will get to know about the location, your personal schedule as well as your prerequisites 
or renting options for equipment. Also, I will answer any of your questions you might have. 
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Workshop - Deep Dive - Focus FIM 
 
In this workshop you will optimize your technique and ability of freediving vertically in the 
discipline Free Immersion (FIM).  
 
We start with some videos from top athletes and explain the relevant aspects.  
After a joint Yoga warm-up we will start the first intense session. You will practice FIM and 
your instructor will support you to improve on relevant aspects. 
 
All relevant discipline specific aspects like equipment specifics, diving technique and arm 
pulls, duck dive, body position, free-fall and button-turn as well as the generic aspects of 
breathing & equalization technique will be covered. 
 
After the first session and a lunch break we will analyze the videos from session 1 and you 
will learn to improve your technique and practice it accordingly in the second session.  
 
In addition you will get to know specific FIM training exercises and tables to further improve. 
 
We also will practice, analyze and improve your safety and buddying skills.  
 
 
2 Warm up sessions 
 Yoga Stretching & breathing exercises with focus on deep dives 
 Preparation and warm up dives 

 
2 Practical Training sessions 
 Practicing and improving all technique aspects for FIM regarding relaxation phase, 

start, arm pulls & rhythm, streamlining your body position, free-fall and turn 
 Preparation & recovery breathing, Mouthfill, Frenzel 
 Practicing and improving the buddy concept 

 
2 Video Analysis sessions 
 Review of videos from top athletes to incorporate relevant technical aspects 
 After the first diving session your instructor will analyze your dives with you and give 

specific advise for further optimization which you can apply in the second session 
 
 
Prerequisites: min. age 18 (16 years with parent or guardian consent)  

have completed the AIDA ** course or equivalent experience 
Medical statement not older than 1 year 

  
Course duration: 1 day 

 
Equipment: Mask, bi-fins, snorkel, appropriate exposure protection, weight belt, 

lanyard, nose clip, yoga mat 
 

Handouts: Online document kit, download option for your videos 
 

Price 150 EUR 
 
 
Get started now and just contact me: thomas.plum@online.de 
 
You will get to know about the location, your personal schedule as well as your prerequisites 
or renting options for equipment. Also, I will answer any of your questions you might have. 
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Workshop - Deep Dive - Focus CWT 

 
In this workshop you will optimize your technique and ability of freediving vertically in the 
discipline Constant Weight (CWT) with bi-fin and/or Monofin.  
 
We start with some videos from bi-fin and Monfin top athletes and explain the relevant 
aspects.  
 
After a joint Yoga warm-up we will start the first intense session. You will practice CWT and 
your instructor will support you to improve on relevant aspects. 
 
All relevant discipline specific aspects like equipment specifics, diving & finning technique, 
duck dive, body position, free-fall and button-turn as well as the generic aspects of 
breathing, mouthfill and Frenzel equalization technique will be covered. 
 
After the first session and a lunch break we will analyze the videos from session 1 and you 
will learn to improve your technique and practice it accordingly in the second session.  
 
In addition you will get to know specific CWT training exercises & tables to further improve.  
 
We will practice, analyze and improve your safety and buddying skills.  
 
 
2 Warm up sessions 
 Yoga Stretching & breathing exercises with focus on deep dives 
 Preparation and warm up dives 

 
2 Practical Training sessions 
 Practicing and improving all technique aspects for CWT regarding relaxation phase, 

duck dive, finning technique, streamlining your body position, free-fall and turn 
 Preparation & recovery breathing, Mouthfill, Frenzel 
 Practicing and improving the buddy concept 

 
2 Video Analysis sessions 
 Review of videos from top athletes to incorporate relevant technical aspects 
 After the first diving session your instructor will analyze your dives with you and give 

specific advise for further optimization which you can apply in the second session 
 
 
Prerequisites: min. age 18 (16 years with parent or guardian consent)  

have completed the AIDA ** course or equivalent experience 
Medical statement not older than 1 year 

  
Course duration: 1 day 

 
Equipment: Mask, bi-fins, snorkel, appropriate exposure protection, weight belt, 

lanyard, yoga mat, monofin (optional) 
 

Handouts: Online document kit, download option for your videos 
 

Price 150 EUR 
 
 
Get started now and just contact me: thomas.plum@online.de 
 
You will get to know about the location, your personal schedule as well as your prerequisites 
or renting options for equipment. Also, I will answer any of your questions you might have. 
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Workshop - Deep Dive - Focus CNF 

 
In this workshop we will holistically cover all aspects of freediving without fins vertically in 
the discipline Constant Weight no fins (CNF) and you will improve your knowledge, technique 
and performance. 
 
We start with some videos from top CNF athletes and explain the relevant aspects.  
 
After a joint Yoga warm-up we will start the first intense session. You will practice CNF and 
your instructor will support you to improve on relevant aspects. 
 
All relevant discipline specific aspects like equipment specifics, arm & legs stroke technique, 
duck dive, body position, free-fall, hands-free equalization and button-turn as well as the 
generic aspects of preparation and recovery breathing technique will be covered. 
 
After the first session and a lunch break we will analyze the videos from session 1 and you 
will learn to improve your technique and practice it accordingly in the second session.  
 
In addition you will get to know specific CNF training exercises & tables to further improve. 
 
We also will practice, analyze and improve your safety and buddying skills.  
 
 
2 Warm up sessions 
 Yoga Stretching & breathing exercises with focus on deep dives 
 Preparation and warm up dives 

 
2 Practical Training sessions 
 Practicing and improving all technique aspects for CNF regarding relaxation phase, 

duck dive, arm and leg stroke, streamlining your body position, free-fall and turn 
 Preparation & recovery breathing, Mouthfill, Frenzel, hands-free equalization 
 Practicing and improving the buddy concept 

 
2 Video Analysis sessions 
 Review of videos from top athletes to incorporate relevant technical aspects 
 After the first diving session your instructor will analyze your dives with you and give 

specific advise for further optimization which you can apply in the second session 
 
 
Prerequisites: min. age 18 (16 years with parent or guardian consent)  

have completed the AIDA ** course or equivalent experience 
Medical statement not older than 1 year 

  
Course duration: 1 day 

 
Equipment: Mask, bi-fins, snorkel, appropriate exposure protection, weight belt, 

lanyard, nose clip, yoga mat 
 

Handouts: Online document kit, download option for your videos 
 

Price 150 EUR 
 
 
Get started now and just contact me: thomas.plum@online.de 
 
You will get to know about the location, your personal schedule as well as your prerequisites 
or renting options for equipment. Also, I will answer any of your questions you might have. 
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Workshop – Dynamic No Fins - DNF 

 
In this workshop we will holistically cover all aspects of freediving without fins horizontally 
in the discipline Dynamics No Fins (DNF) and you will improve your knowledge, technique 
and performance. 
 
You will further optimize your technique of breathing, arm and leg stroke, speed & rhythm, 
glide phases and body position.  
 
Also you will be supported to fine-tune your weighing and buoyancy. We will review and 
optimize the technique of an efficient starting and ending of the dive as well as an efficient 
turn at the end of the swimming pool. 
 
In video analyses you will analyze your dives with your instructor and learn to improve your 
technique and practice it accordingly.  
 
You will get to know specific DNF training exercises and tables to further improve your skills 
and learn best practices how to plan a training period and to prepare for Max Attempts. 
 
 
2 Warm up sessions incl. additional training inputs 
 Yoga Stretching & breathing exercises with specific exercises for no fins 
 How to plan a training period and how to prepare for a max attempt 

 
2 Practical Training sessions 
 Check and improvements for weighting and equipment 
 Practicing and improving all technique aspects regarding relaxation phase, breath-up, 

start, efficient arm and leg stroke, speed, rhythm and glide phases, turn, ending and 
recovery breathing 

 Get to know and practice specific no fins training methods & exercises 
 Practicing and improving long / max attempts with safety 
 Refresh and practice safety procedures 

 
2 Video Analysis sessions 
 Review of videos from top athletes to incorporate relevant technical aspects 
 After the first diving session your instructor will analyze your dives with you and give 

specific advise for further optimization which you can apply in the second session 
 
 
Prerequisites: min. age 18 (16 years with parent or guardian consent)  

have completed the AIDA * course or equivalent experience 
Medical statement not older than 1 year 

  
Course duration: 1 day 

 
Equipment: Goggles, nose clip, appropriate exposure protection, neck weight,  

bi-fins, snorkel, yoga mat 
 

Handouts: Online document kit, download option for your videos 
 

Price 150 EUR 
 
 
Get started now and just contact me: thomas.plum@online.de 
 
You will get to know about the location, your personal schedule as well as your prerequisites 
or renting options for equipment. Also, I will answer any of your questions you might have. 
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Workshop – Dynamic - DYN 

 
In this workshop we will holistically cover all aspects of freediving with fins horizontally in 
the discipline Dynamic (DYN) and you will improve your knowledge, technique and 
performance. 
 
You will further optimize your technique of breathing, finning style, speed & rhythm, glide 
phases and body position.  
 
Also you will be supported to fine-tune your weighing and buoyancy. We will review and 
optimize the technique of an efficient starting and ending of the dive as well as an efficient 
turn at the end of the swimming pool. 
 
In video analyses you will analyze your dives with your instructor and learn to improve your 
technique and practice it accordingly.  
 
You will get to know specific DYN training exercises and tables to further improve your skills 
and learn best practices how to plan a training period and to prepare for Max Attempts. 
 
 
2 Warm up sessions incl. additional training inputs 
 Yoga Stretching & breathing exercises with specific exercises for DYN 
 How to plan a training period and how to prepare for a max attempt 

 
2 Practical Training sessions 
 Check and improvements for weighting and equipment 
 Practicing and improving all technique aspects regarding relaxation phase, breath-up, 

start, efficient arm and leg stroke, speed, rhythm and glide phases, turn, ending and 
recovery breathing 

 Get to know and practice specific DYN training methods & exercises 
 Practicing and improving long / max attempts with safety 
 Refresh and practice safety procedures 

 
2 Video Analysis sessions 
 Review of videos from top athletes to incorporate relevant technical aspects 
 After the first diving session your instructor will analyze your dives with you and give 

specific advise for further optimization which you can apply in the second session 
 
 
Prerequisites: min. age 18 (16 years with parent or guardian consent)  

have completed the AIDA * course or equivalent experience 
Medical statement not older than 1 year 

  
Course duration: 1 day 

 
Equipment: Goggles, nose clip, appropriate exposure protection, neck weight,  

monofin, bi-fins, snorkel, yoga mat 
 

Handouts: Online document kit, download option for your videos 
 

Price 150 EUR 
 
 
Get started now and just contact me: thomas.plum@online.de 
 
You will get to know about the location, your personal schedule as well as your prerequisites 
or renting options for equipment. Also, I will answer any of your questions you might have. 


